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SKOTTI BOKS - more than just a box 
 
There is now another multifunctional add-on for the one and only 
collapsible gas grill 
 
 
Meerbusch/Germany, February 2021. Transport, cook, fry – there is now a new, practical solution 
available for the first ever collapsible gas grill: the SKOTTI BOKS. The stainless steel container is 

not only perfect for safely transporting barbecue and other food, but it can also be used as a pot or 

pan on the grill thanks to the included handle tongs.  
 
Like the SKOTTI grill, the SKOTTI BOKS is made of high-quality stainless steel, making it a plastic-

free, durable alternative to plastic storage containers. Its aluminum handle holds both the lid and 
the box, turning the SKOTTI BOKS into a convenient pot or pan for on-the-go use. A silicone 

sealing ring prevents liquids from leaking, and two particularly strong sealing clips make sure that 
the box does not accidentally open in a bag or backpack when on the move. It is the perfect 

addition for a little outdoor adventure, and also an optimal lunchbox for a day at work, college or 
school.  

 
The SKOTTI BOKS comes in two sizes: 1-liter and 2.5-liter volumes. The small box is available for 

35 euros, the big one for 39 euros. Its dimensions (19 x 14 cm) are well-adapted to the SKOTTI 
grill: Two boxes perfectly fit side by side on the grill rack.  

 
www.skotti-grill.eu/shop 
 
 
Press contact: Eva Schulenburg, Phone: 0049 179 2968 112, E-mail: eva@vennskap.eu 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
About SKOTTI: SKOTTI, the first collapsible gas grill, was invented and brought to market by Christian 
Battel in 2018. It is composed of eight stainless steel parts and a gas hose. It weighs only 3kg, can be set up 
very easily and fits in any hiking backpack, bike rack, balcony or picnic rug. In 2019 SKOTTI received the 
Red Dot Award in the category Product Design. Its design and multifunctionality, its plug-and-play system 
and the light-weight, easy-to-carry yet high-quality grill innovation convinced the jury. SKOTTI works with any 
standard gas cartridge for camping with a propane/butane gas mixture according to EN 417 for standard 
screwable cartridges (7/16 x 28 UNEF threads). It can also be operated with a large propane gas bottle 
when connected to an appropriate adapter. If you leave aside the burner pipe and baffle plates, SKOTTI also 
works with coal and can be used as a fireplace. The grill is available for 159 euros at www-skotti-grill.eu 


